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Quickly translate words and phrases between English and over 100 languages.

carrots sticks and sermons policy

The Diyanet employs the carrot and stick policy on them: Imams are fearful that pro-AKP mukhtars (elected local officials) attend and report about their sermons. Those who are not supportive of the

how erdogan uses turkey's mosques to push 'yes' vote

The previous Saudi policy of using jihadists as an arm of its foreign The threat was only contained in 2008. A combination of sticks and carrots allowed the government to claim victory over both

saudi arabia's anti-terror law not enough

Some years ago I had the privilege of working with an organization called Portland Fellowship. It's one of those controversial ministries for Christians struggling with same-sex attraction. I got

ending the sexual prosperity gospel (part 2)

Wednesday. All together now: “Carrot sticks – you know, those little old carrot sticks? - olives, pickles, and scallions. Most people call them green onions, but they're really scallions.”

christianega christian radio memories

Looking back, Larry Kay says his life was full of confusion, full of lust and pain, and almost completely void of God.” “It impacted everything—business relations, my marriage, my friends

reaching the disconnected male

One of the priests, Huldrych Zwingli, wrote a sermon called On Choice and Freedom of Foods defending Sofrito is an Italian mixture of chopped carrots, onions and celery, used as a base for soups,

series s, episode 10 - smörgåsbord

It started as an act of graffiti at a playground in Minsk. It turned into a remarkable campaign of defiance against an increasingly totalitarian regime.

the battle for the mural — and the future of belarus

To send this article to your account, please select one or more formats and confirm that you agree to abide by our usage policies. If this is the first time you use this feature, you will be asked to

seed content to

No one should ever make a potato cannon. They are wildly unsafe, powerful, and can easily shatter your neighbor's gaudy bay window, you know the neighbor with the mean dog. That said, [Jeremy

bolt action pneumatic spud gun

Pope Benedict XVI said that Lent “stimulates us to let the Word of God penetrate our life and in this way to know the fundamental truth: Who we are, where we come from, where we must go, what path

recipes for the lenten season

Researchers looked at the most popular YouTube fitness videos and the types of behavioural change techniques they used. Here's what they found. In a time-honoured tradition of Canadian democracy

health – articles, analysis, comment

But if that carrot approach still doesn't work, the county will break out the stick, Ely said. "If there is resistance to compliance or not productive compliance, we can take it up a notch to the next

jail possible in aspen for health order violations, businesses could lose licenses

In a time-honoured tradition of Canadian democracy, government regulations become public when they appear in the Canada Gazette. That's why Ottawa's proposal to bypass that step is so
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